
Teleworking contributes to greater �exibility, reduces stress, particularly related to
transport, and promotes autonomy, while maintaining performance and
commitment. In order to carry out telework in good conditions, UNIL suggests
below some good practices.

Organising my workspace

Create my work routine

Keep in touch with my team, my colleagues

Planning my activity

Conclusion

Organising my remote work : a guide to good practice



Whenever possible, dedicate a space to your professional activities that you can call «your

o�ce».

This space will help you concentrate, organize yourself and separate your work from your

living space. It will also allow you to « leave work » on time and set boundaries with your

private life.
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Organising my workspace

Create

my workspace



You're going to be spending a lot of time in « your o�ce », so make it comfortable and

support both your creativity and e�ciency.

Making this space

comfortable

Adapting my working conditions to my needs and requirements



Listening to music before starting an activity or during breaks can boost motivation and

reduce stress. If music increases your e�ciency and well-being during the work day, add it to

your new space.

Also add organisational and motivational aids such as notebooks, coloured post-it notes or

other aids.

In addition, you have the possibility of adapting your work rhythm during the day by taking

regular breaks.
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Create my work routine

Get into good habits,

right from the start.

Establish a routine –

A routine can be an interesting way to help you get on with your day-to-day work.
 
If you don't prepare for your work day, you'll feel like your day never started.
 
The following questions can help you identify and implement a routine that works for you:

What do you usually do to prepare for your work day?



What are your habits?

How can you adapt them to the current situation?

What are your morning rituals?

How do you start a good day? 

For example: get up, follow your usual routine on a working day on campus, have a cup of
co�ee or tea and settle down. Your work day can begin.

Planning my work schedule –

If possible, try to maintain normal working hours. Plan your sessions, main activities, distance
learning and training, etc.
Organize a schedule based on what works best for you during this period.
 
Having a schedule can help you maintain a work-life balance.



Take breaks –

During the working day, regularly get up, get away from your desk and walk a little. Get in
touch with your colleagues, share a break together via a punctual or regular meeting.
 
Take adequate time to take breaks away from your work tools, especially for lunch.
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Keep in touch with my team, my colleagues

We need

to be united

and supportive.

Communicate, again and again –

Working from afar means reinventing places to meet and share. 
Communication is essential for maintaining social ties and team spirit. Agree on the means of
communication within your team, with your colleagues and your hierarchy and stay connected.
 
Several means are possible: phone calls, video conferences, chats, meetings, etc. Each serves a
di�erent purpose. The computer centre o�ers you di�erent tools (in French).
 

https://www.unil.ch/ci/teletravail/acceder
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Use your camera –

If you have the necessary tools to participate in a video meeting (WebEx©, skype©), we
strongly recommend it. 
 
With audio only, it is very easy to feel disconnected, confused or to be tempted to multitask
and lose attention, especially in meetings with several participants. 
 
Seeing the faces and reactions of all the participants with the video keeps you engaged and
focused.

Ask questions –

Since all communication is now digital and no longer face-to-face, you will often miss the
reactions of your interlocutors. In addition, your words, tone and message can be more easily
interpreted.
 
If you have any doubts, ask for clari�cation quickly and as often as necessary. Finally, if the
confusion persists after many e-mail exchanges (�ve is a good threshold), opt instead for a
phone call or video call to clarify the situation.



Setting daily goals or writing task lists
It is always good practice to set objectives, especially when your colleagues or management

are not at your side to suggest a meeting, exchange ideas or discuss the progress of an

activity.
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Planning my activity



You will need new mechanisms to

help you stay on track and have a

sense of accomplishment at the end

of the day.

Creating a « To do list »
This consists of creating a list of objectives to be accomplished, by day, week, month or even

year. The more concrete, realistic and attainable the objectives are, the easier it will be to

complete them. This can range from sorting (at last) your �les, to taking your projects in

hand and prioritizing each activity.

The important thing is to stick to it, as far as possible.

This will allow you to tick o� the objectives achieved as you go along. It is always motivating

to see that things move forward by identifying your successes!

Creating a « Tadaa list »
This involves creating a list at the end of the day or week with all the tasks and activities that

have been completed. This allows for a summary of all the small and large accomplishments

that have been made and thus highlights the successes and the work that has been done.



A « To do list » or a « Tadaa list »

can take di�erent forms. 

Be creative and think about what

works best for you.

A To do/Tadaa in the
form of post-its

A To do/Tadaa in the
form of checkboxes

Setting your priorities

The Eisenhower matrix can help you classify

your different tasks as follows:



Follow up
Working alone can quickly give the impression of being confused in the follow-up of your

activities.

In order to remedy this, contact your hierarchy or your colleagues, de�ne together a way of

working to ensure coordination and follow-up of activities. 

For example, you can use the same template for the activity follow-up or come up each of you

with your own document.

Keeping and sharing a follow-up document allows you to know where you stand, to take

stock of the situation, to see what has been accomplished and to facilitate the return to the

workplace. 

TImportant but non-

urgent tasks: 

to deal with yourself

quickly or to plan

Important and urgent tasks: 

to be dealt with by yourself, �rst

and foremost...    

Non-important and non-

urgent tasks: 

to be dealt with if time

permits 

Unimportant, but urgent

tasks: 

to be put on hold or delegated
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In any case :

discuss it with your hierarchy and your colleagues

share your good practices and experiences

Regularly share your personal or collective successes



 Teleworking has many advantages. If it is well organized and planned, it allows for greater

�exibility while maintaining e�cient work. In addition, the various communication tools

available to the UNIL community make it possible to maintain the link with colleagues and all

its partners.

UNIL is here to support you. 
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Conclusion


